Parameters considered for these performance tests were RTT (round trip time), jitter, and throughput. The results arrived at aid a user organisation of VoIP with the preferred choice of the IP version stack to be used for a given operating system. Likewise, where a user is constrained to adopt a given IP stack, the codec that should be used over different Windows OSs available on the systems is also identifiable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Larger number of desktop, laptop and other computing machines now require IP addresses for accessing the internet and networking than ever before. It is anticipated that all available IP addresses in IPv4 will be exhausted in next few years. IPv6 was designed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to be the successor of IPv4. The main advantages of IPv6 is its ability to support large numbers of addresses, 2128 IP addresses (128-bit address field in IPv6 packet) with no longer a need for Network address translation (NAT). Future communications over IPv6 would lead to improved voice and video application experience on account of lower latency on account of communications without NAT.
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) is designed to provide voice communications over packet switched networks such as the Internet. VoIP networks use a range of protocols and audio codecs to control communication. These protocols cover the connection, set-up and tear-down of calls, while the codecs encode the speech so that it can be transported over the internet. The main reason VoIP has become so popular over the last few years is because of the reduced cost associated with using VoIP compared to the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network). As VoIP gains greater popularity and soft phones are being introduced in larger numbers, performance of operating systems may reduce the quality of VoIP. The organisation of this paper is in six sections. The next section covers related works and the contribution this paper makes, Section 3 includes information regarding network set up for the current study, and Section 4 covers the traffic generating tool description. Section 5 outlines the results of the experiment and the last (sixth) section concludes the study and is followed by the references and Table 3 relating to throughput Comparison of IPv4 and IPv6 using different Windows OS.
II. RELATED WORK
In [2] , the authors compared the performance of VoIP network using SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) over both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. They tested performance of VoIP using IPv4 and IPv6 as well as usage of IPv6to4 tunnelling and Teredo tunnelling. They concluded that the native IPv4 had slightly less delay than the native IPv6 and IPv6to4 tunnelling had much less delay than the Teredo tunnelling. In Hira Sathu and Mohib A. Shah [3] , the authors discussed the connection of IPv6 domains using the current IPv4 network without setting up an explicit tunnel between the two connected domains. The report explains the use of the IPv6to4 pseudo-interface, which is when the IPv6 packet is encapsulated in an IPv4 packet at one end, and is then sent over the IPv4 cloud. When the packet reaches the other end, it is then unpacked. The authors in [4] compared different aspects of VoIP between IPv4 and IPv6. The authors considered jitter, delay, packet loss and throughput on different systems using 0 -200 Mbps traffic. The authors showed that for Windows XP, the average delay between packets for IPv4 and IPv6 is almost the same, except at 100 Mbps when IPv6 delay is approximately 0.002ms more than IPv4. From 0 -50 Mbps of traffic, packet loss was equal between the two IP versions, at 0 lost packets, but for 100, 150 and 200 Mbps, IPv6 packet loss rose to 4, 13, and 17 packets lost respectively, whereas IPv4 rose to 0, 12 and 17 packets lost respectively. The average jitter reduced fairly consistently up to 100Mbps, but from 100 Mbps to 200 Mbps IPv4 showed less jitter than IPv6 by 0.05ms. Overall, IPv4 had better performance across the tests compared to IPv6.
In [5] , authors discussed the effect of speech and audio compression on speech recognition performance. The authors investigated GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) full rate, G.711, G.723.1 and MPEG coders and found out that MPEG transcoding degrades the speech recognition performance for low bitrates and maintains the performance of specialised speech coders like GSM or G.711.
In [6] experiment was conducted by researchers to test the performance of VoIP with IPv4 and IPv6 using IPv6to4 tunnelling and NAT (Network Address Transition) mechanism to identify the delta, jitter, packet loss, MOS (Mean Opinion Score) and throughput. Their results demonstrate that quality of VoIP is impacted due to transition mechanism; however voice quality decreases as network traffic capacity is increased.
To date (early 2010) no one has compared the performance of Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 using VoIP codecs on IPv4 and IPv6. The contribution of this paper is to compare the performance of above codecs with Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 operating systems over both IPv4 and IPv6 networks.
III. NETWORK SETUP
The proposed network test-bed was setup based on two different configurations with IPv4 and IPv6. The first setup was based on the IPv4 configuration, where a workstation is connected to another workstation via a router. Second setup configuration was based on IPv6 network where two workstations were connected through a router. In this experiment standard Category 5e cables was used in both networks.
To configure IPv4 network, two different workstations were used with identical hardware and software. Each network included two workstations using Microsoft Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 operating systems. A workstation wired connected to a router using IPv4 address and RIP 2 routing protocols. The other side of the router was wired connected to second workstation with same setting except subnet. Fig. 1 below illustrates the network setup. This experiment was conducted in order to evaluate the performance of all IPv4 network and IPv6 network with different operating systems. Parameters calculated were RTT, jitter and throughput and compared against IPv6 and IPv4 networks over different Windows operating systems.
The hardware benchmark comprised of an Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 6300 1.87 GHz processor with 2.00 GB RAM for the efficient operation of Windows 7 and Windows XP, an Intel Pro/100 S Desktop Adapter NIC and a Western Digital Caviar SE 160 GB hard-drive on the two workstations. In order to make comparisons, we used identical hardware for all our tests. A benchmarking tool known as CPU-Z was used to determine if all computers were identical. Two routers, two Switches and Cat5e fast Ethernet cables were also used for creating the test-bed.
IV. DATA GENERATION AND TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT TOOL
D-ITG (Distributed Internet Traffic Generator) [7] was the tool that was selected to generate and measure the traffic. This tool was the one selected as it could support both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic and worked across a range of operating systems including Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7. D-ITG tool was designed with fixed frame size and packets per seconds for each VoIP codec as visible in the Table 2 below:   TABLE II D-ITG command mode version was installed on both networks to send and receive VoIP traffic. D-ITG sender was installed on a workstation and D-ITG receiver was installed on another workstation. The experiments comprised of performing 10 flows (simultaneously) with over 10 number of runs for every codec type, on every operating system, for IPv4 and IPv6. A flow contains 1000 packets of a codec and (is equivalent to a VoIP call) sending from one workstation to another. A script was used to send 10 flows at the same time and average results were obtained. The number of runs is continued until 90% confidence interval in results is achieved. Each codec has its own standard packet size, which effects the results obtained ( Table 2) .
The RTT (Round Trip Time), throughput and jitter were measured for both IPv4 and IPv6 on Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7, and for the G.711.1, G.711.2, G.723.1,  G.729.2, and G.729.3 codecs over a fast Ethernet VoIP network as shown in the network test bed diagram (Figure 1) above.
V. RESULTS
The results for comparing the performance of VoIP codecs on different operating systems using the IPv4 and IPv6 protocols are depicted in the figures below with a brief explanation of the results. The results are presented in the sequence: RTT, Jitter and last of all the throughput.
A. Experiment 1: RTT
The RTT comparison for the OSs Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 shows that overall the RTT times was lower for IPv4 than IPv6 while using Windows XP OS (Figure 2) for all the codecs being tested. Over Windows 7 OS the best performance was of G723.1 codec using IPv6. for all other Codecs IPv4 performance was better than IPv6, while codec G729.2 performance for both was about the same. Figure 4 below depicts the details for this. 
B. Experiment 2: Jitter.
As for the jitter tests over Windows XP all codecs except G711.1 performance of IPv6 was better than IPv4. Over Windows Vista IPv6 performance was significantly better than IPv4 for G729.2 codec and marginally better for G729.3 codec. For the remaining codecs G711.1, G711.2 and G723.1 IPv4 performance was better. Over Windows 7 IPv6 performance was better while using codecs G723.1 and G729.2. For all other codecs the performance was better for IPv4. Figure 7 below depicts the details for this. 
C. Experiment 3: Throughput
The details for this experiment have been considered codec wise as below:
For codec G711. 
